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This qualitative study was carried out to investigate the use of code-switching by 
students when they speak English at boarding school. Thirty students studying at 
the class XI IPA 1 in MAS Jeumala Amal Islamic Boarding School participated in 
this study. Class observation checklist, questionnaire, and structured interview 
were employed as the data collection instruments. The observation was conducted 
by utilising the checklist containing six types of code-switching developed by 
Pineda (2008) presented a typology of different types of switching based on the 
functions of the code switching in order to examine the types of code-switching 
used by the students. To find out the students’ reasons behind code-switching, 
questionnaires were distributed to student participants. Two English teachers 
currently teaching in MAS Jeumala Amal were also interviewed to see how they 
viewed their students doing code-switching. The results showed that the types of 
code-switching used by the students can be categorized into referential, 
expressive, phatic, poetic code-switching. The main reason the students used 
code-switching was to avoid misunderstanding when speaking English to their 
fellow students. Moreover, the teachers positively view the students’ use of code-
switching as a resource to support students in learning English.  
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    CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of Study 
English is a compulsory subject student need to learn at schools in 
Indonesia and other parts of the world. In learning English, students are expected 
to use it orally and in writing. To be able for student to use English in speaking, 
many schools especially boarding schools require students to practice use day to 
day speaking. It has been commonplace to observe at boarding schools that 
students are not allowed to use language other than English and Arabic. 
However, some students in Indonesia are unable to fully use English orally 
during learning process. They therefore code-switch into local languages, such as 
into Acehnese or Bahasa Indonesia during speaking. Code-switching is a common 
phenomenon for English learners. Code-switching is “the use of multiple 
languages in the words, phrases and sentences even in paragraph” (Sumarsih, 
2014, p. 77). Students generally only encounter small amounts of English inside 
and outside classrooms due to English not being used for language instruction in 
classrooms, nor as a tool of communication during social interaction.  
In the same vein, Woolard (2004) said code-switching as “the 
investigation of an individual’s use of two or more language varieties in the same 
speech event or exchange”. Gumperz (1982, as cited in Rihane, 2014 p. 2). 
defines what he calls 'conversational code-switching' as ' the juxtaposition within 
the same speech exchange of passages of speech belonging to two different 
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grammatical systems or subsystems. . . as when a speaker uses a second language 
either to reiterate his message or to reply to someone else's statement”. 
 Regarding the student’s use of code-switching in learning English, many 
reasons have been identified in many studies. Simasiku (2016) had carried out a 
study which aim is to investigate whether the use of mother tongue in English 
medium classrooms can enhance classroom participation. The study showed that 
the use of the students’ mother tongue while learning English did not give any the 
disadvantages towards the students’ participation in the learning process. 
Therefore, from that research, it is revealed that the code-switching phenomenon 
in the classroom had benefited the students during the learning process. 
 Qing (2010, as cited in Ulfah, 2014) found that code-switching in English 
classroom did not become hindrance for the students in learning the language 
during the learning process. However, it may be considered as one of students’ 
strategies in carrying the communication efficiently in the classroom because they 
want to convey the message with clear meaning. In short, the use of code-
switching may become an important element in language teaching because it 
serves as the communication strategy. In addition, Pineda (2008) presented a 
typology of different types of switching based on the functions of the code 
switching, there are: Referential code-switching, Directive code-switching, 
Expressive code-switching, Phatic code-switching, Metalinguistic code-switching, 
and Poetic code-switching. 
Code-switching is also a common phenomenon at MAS Jeumala Amal 
boarding school, which is located in Pidie Jaya, Aceh. However, it has been 
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unknown the reasons behind using code-switching at the school and whereas it is 
regarded as problem or resource at school. Based on preliminary study, the 
problem that found in MAS Jeumala Amal is lack of student vocabulary mastery. 
Because of this phenomenon, even though the English vocabulary had been taught 
to the student, they still didn’t want to use the vocabulary that they learn. 
Although, the teachers had giving them the freedom to use code-switching, they 
still refuse to use it. The vocabularies frequently used are only I and you to show 
the object or make conversation with someone. That is why this study intends to 
focus on the use of code-switching by the students in speaking English at the 
boarding school. Here, the researcher wanted to find out what types of code-
switching used by the students at the boarding school. Also the researcher wanted 
to know what factors that influence them to use code-switching in speaking 
English at boarding school. 
 
B. Research Questions 
In order to address the problem, this study formulate the following 
research questions:  
1. What are the types of code-switching by the students of MAS Jeumala 
Amal in speaking English?  
2. Why did the students switch code when speaking English? 
3. How did the teachers view of code-switching used by student of 
Jeumala Amal boarding school? 
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C. The Aims of Study 
The objectives of this study are: 
1. To investigate the types of code-switching made by the students of MAS 
Jeumala Amal in speaking English. 
2. To find out why the students do code-switching in speaking English. 
3. To investigate how did the teachers view of code-switching used by 
student of Jeumala Amal boarding school. 
D. The Significance of Study 
 From this research, the researcher contributed some benefits that might be 
useful for students, school policy, and the teachers. Here are the benefits for each 
of them: 
a. Students: The researcher hopes can be able to assists students in 
elucidating misunderstandings using their target language. 
b. School policy: This research is expected shows the breakdown of the 
language policy desired by the school. Additionally, the researcher 
explores the language attitude that shows by students in speaking English 
that is taught at Jeumala Amal boarding school. 
c. Teacher: The outcomes of this research are expected to be meaningful 
description for the teacher about the existence of the alternation between 
mother tongue and foreign language, i.e. code-switching that might not be 
denied by student when speaking English. 
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E. Terminology  
 Several main terminologies in this study need clarifying in order to align 
with meaning intended. The terminologies are in following: 
1. Code-switching 
According to Meisel (1994, p. 415), code-switching is the ability to select 
the language according to the interlocutor, the situational context, the topic of 
conversation, and so forth, and to change languages within an interactional 
sequence in accordance with sociolinguistic rules and without violating specific 
grammatical constraints. In this research, code-switching means that switching 
phenomenon where the speaker switches his/her language from one language to 
another in the same discourse. 
2. Islamic boarding school  
 Islamic boarding school is a social institution of religious education for 
Muslims who want to explore religious sciences (Farchan & Syarifudin 2005). 
Islamic boarding school is one of the Islamic institutions that well-known by its 
education quality and its superior in teaching language to its student. Kompasiana 
(2010, as cited Ilham Nurjaman, 2013 p.2) said Islamic boarding school gives 
priority to foreign language learning especially Arabic and English. It means, 
traditional education is the students live together and study under the guidance of 
teachers who are better known as ustaz and ustazah and the student also live in 
dormitories. 
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F. Organization of the thesis 
This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 1introduces the problem 
statement and described the specific problem addressed in the study which is 
include background of study, research questions, the aims of study, the 
significance of study, terms used, and organization of the thesis. 
Chapter 2 reviews relevant literature and relevant research associated with 
the problem addressed in this study ranging from code-switching are previous 
studies on the use of code-switching in learning English, definition of code-
switching, types of ode-switching, the reasons of code-switching, the function of 
code-switching and Code-switching in Boarding School  
Chapter 3 discusses code-switching in this research are research design, 
population and sampling, a brief description of the course, data collection, and 
data analysis. Chapter 4 presents and discusses the findings which included 
analyses of questionnaire, observations, and interviews. And discussion of the 
researcher’s findings and chapter 5 comes up a conclusion and recommendations 
for future research. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Previous studies 
 Many researchers have conducted studies related to the use of code-
switching in the classroom. Simasiku (2016) had carried out a study which aim is 
to investigate whether the use of mother tongue in English medium classrooms 
can enhance classroom participation. The study showed that the use of the 
students’ mother tongue while learning English did not give any the disadvantages 
towards the students’ participation in the learning process. Therefore, from that 
research, it is revealed that the code-switching phenomenon in the classroom had 
benefited the students during the learning process. 
 Qing (2010, as cited in Ulfah, 2014) found that code-switching in English 
classroom did not become hindrance for the students in learning the language 
during the learning process. However, it may be considered as one of students’ 
strategies in carrying the communication efficiently in the classroom because they 
want to convey the message with clear meaning. In short, the use of code-
switching may become an important element in language teaching because it 
serves as the communication strategy. 
 Furthermore, there was also a research that conducted by Ibrahim, Shah, & 
Armia (2013) that investigates the teachers’ attitudes in using code-switching in 
EFL classroom. From that study, the teachers argued that they did not use code-
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switching in teaching English. Most of the teachers believed that the only 
language that should be used in the classroom is the target language. However, the 
result of the research revealed that all of the teachers did the code-switching in 
spite of their claim that they did not. It also showed that the teachers did code-
switching because of pedagogical purposes.  
 Muthusamy (2009) carried a research related to the functions and reasons 
of code-switching by observing the students in Malaysia either in classroom, 
university campus, family, neighbourhood, etc. The research result showed that 
code-switching is seen as the way to carry out an effective communication by 
fulfilling the relational and referential functions of the language.   
The previous researchers above have similarity with this research. They 
mostly describe about the use of code-switching in the classroom and in their 
daily activity. All the researchers above agree that the existence of code-switching 
in the language classroom should not be evaded or denied. It can be a good device 
in maintaining classroom interaction, boarding school interaction developing the 
student’s awareness about the similarity and difference between Bahasa Indonesia 
and English language. Meanwhile, this research is focused on the use of code-
switching by student at boarding school when speaking English. This research 
tries to raise the awareness of the student in using code-switching in boarding 
school. Besides that, this research is not only to find out the types of code- 
switching but also to investigate how the teachers’ view of code-switching used 
by student of Jeumala Amal boarding school. 
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B. Definition of Code-Switching 
 Code-switching occurs where there is a change from one clause of 
language to another clause of language. Hymes (1974, p. 103) stated that code-
switching has become a common term for alternate us of two or more languages, 
varieties of language or event speech styles. It meant, it can be concluded that 
code-switching happens when someone switches his/her language. It can also 
happen when someone changes his/her dialect or speech style. According to 
Holmes (2008) code-switching occurs when the speaker shifted their language 
from one language to another. Code-switching is switched essentially between 
sentences. Code-switching involves the alternate use two languages or linguistics 
varieties within the same utterance or during the same conversation (Hoffman, 
2014). In other words, code-switching is a condition when a speaker speaks in one 
language the switch or change to other languages in a single conversation.   
 Some experts have divided code-switching into two different types, 
situational code-switching and metaphorical code-switching. Wardhaugh (2010) 
had given his opinion about situational code-switching and metaphorical code-
switching. Wardhaugh had explained that situational code-switching occurs when 
the language used to change according the situations in which the conversant find 
them: they speak one language in one situation and another in a different one. No 
topic change is involved. When a change of topic requires a change in the 
language used, we have metaphorical code-switching (Wardhaugh: 1992, p. 102- 
103).  
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 Eldin (2014) argue that code-switching is good choice to do when the 
speaker faces some particular types of interaction which content is not determined 
by social and situational setting. It means that code-switching is considered as a 
good thing to do when facing an unpredictable conversation situation. Therefore, 
Myers-Scotton (2005) suggests that a marked choice is a negotiation about 
speaker and the speaker’s relationship with other participants.  
 In addition, Hoffmann (2014) believes that code-switching can occur quite 
frequently in informal conversation among people who are familiar and have a 
share educational, ethnic, and socio-economic background. It means that, code-
switching is avoided in formal speech situation among people especially to those 
who have little in common factors in terms of social status, language loyalty, and 
formality. 
 In conclusion code-switching is one of the phenomena in linguistic in 
which people use various languages during a certain communication. It happens to 
some people who have distinctive background in term of education, culture, ethic, 
and origin. When doing code-switching, the speakers tend to speak immediately 
without thinking about the situation because their purpose is to convey the 
understandable message to the interlocutor or listener. 
 
C. The Nature of Code-Switching 
 Code-switching cases cannot be separated from the society condition since 
the study of code-switching is the part of sociolinguistics. The existence of 
multilingual and bilingual communities is the factor of code-switching cases. 
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Since there are two or more languages used in the community, there is a 
possibility of code-switching. 
 According to Asher (1994, p. 577) the term code refers to any system of 
signs or symbols which conveys information. It means more than a way to deliver 
the meaning that we want to say or deliver to someone else. But “code” in code-
switching means any tongue or language that used by someone to communication 
with others people. As other linguist had affirmed about the nature of code-
switching stated that the person who has several language acquisitions may vary 9 
their languages and may mix or switch the language he or she used in his or her 
utterances. As Wardhaugh (1992, p. 103) states that the term code refers to any 
tongue or language used by a speaker to construct communication with others. He 
stresses that a person may use more than one code in her or his speech instead of 
using a single code. Furthermore, the communication by retaining several codes in 
the conversation is called code-switching. Code-switching is defined as “the 
alteration of languages within a single discourse, sentence or constituent” 
(Poplack, 1980, p. 583). 
 Wardhaugh (2010) proposes that code is the particular dialect or language 
that a person chooses to use on any occasions. He stresses that someone maybe 
choose to use more than one language or tongue instead of only using one 
language in their words. Thus, communicating using more than one code in the 
utterances may happen, and it is called as code-switching. 
 Code-switching is related to the society condition itself, as Wardhaugh 
(2010, p. 104) states that “Code-switching is not a uniform phenomenon; i.e., the 
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norms vary from group to group, even what strength be regarded as a single 
community.” It is supported by Gumperz (1982, as cited Wardhaugh, 2010, p.104) 
that “each communicating subgroup tends to establish its own conventions with 
respect to both borrowing and code-switching, and that factors such as region of 
origin, local residence, social class, and occupational niche are involved in 
defining the norms.” 
 Code-switching possesses a number of functions. Gal (1988) states the 
function of code-switching as “a conversational strategy used to establish, cross or 
destroy group boundaries; to create, evoke, or change interpersonal relations with 
their right and obligations”. For instance, when groups Javanese meet, they tend 
to switch their language from Indonesian to Javanese in order to unite one another 
and create the kinship nuance. Myers-Scotton (1993, as cited in McKay & 
Hornberger, 1996) note that the function is “the strategy of neutrality when the 
use of any one language in the repertoire might suggest the wrong message, such 
as talking down to somebody or suggesting an uncultivated person.” 
 The attitude to code-switching is quite unique since Wardhaugh (2010) 
asserts that people might not be aware that they switch certain code to discuss or 
follow a particular topic. Holmes (2008) has the same thought with Wardhaugh 
that “people are often unaware of the fact that they code-switch.” As an example, 
the unawareness of code-switching happens when a speaker cannot find the 
possible translation of target language, so because of that the speaker 
unconsciously switches into another language. 
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D. Types of code-switching 
After explaining definition of Code-switching, the discussion in this 
section is investigating the types of code-switching. Some authors have discussed 
different types of code-switching. Appel and Musyken (1987) explains the types 
of the code-switching as below: 
1. Tag/Emblematic Switching 
In a sentence where the tag/emblematic switching takes place, a tag, an 
exclamation, or a parenthetical are switched to another language (Chairiah, 2014). 
(e.g. Oh my god, you know, I mean, right, etc.), For example; “I mean, kamu 
harus belajar lagi.” This type of code switching usually functioned as emblem 
which shows the bilingual character of the speaker. That means the speaker do not 
know the language of the listener entirely. That is why this type of code switching 
is also known as emblematic switching.  
2. Intra-sentential Switching 
This type of code-switching happens within a sentence or a clause. Intra-
sentential code-switching which involves switches of different types occurring 
within the clause boundary, including within the word boundary. For example; 
“Stop, dilarang buang sampah bukan pada tempatnya”. This kind of switching is 
the same with code mixing. The example of this in teaching and learning process: 
Teacher : Read the first paragraph in the chapter two. Bukan the second 
paragraph. 
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3. Inter-sentential Switching 
The inter-sentential switching occurs at the phrase or sentence level (Jalil, 
2009). Inter-sentential code-switching is the switching of the language which 
includes at clause/sentence border. In this circumstance one clause is in one 
language and the other in another language. It occurs without inserting new 
information. Example of this is: “I’m so tired today, rasanya mau mati.” [I’m so 
tired today, it feels like I’m going to die.] 
The example of this in teaching and learning process: 
Teacher : Now, I’m asking to you all. Why you are so lazy in learning 
English? 
Students : (silent). 
Teacher : Why? Do you understand what I ask? Kenapa kalian malas 
belajar bahasa Inggris? 
There are some experts in sociolinguistics who classify the types of code 
switching. Wardhaugh (2006, p.104) classifies code switching into two kinds: 
metaphorical code switching and situational code switching.  
a. Metaphorical code switching: this type is also known as conversational 
code switching which is used when someone wants to alternate the topic 
that they are talking about or the situation during a conversation occurred. 
Related to this, Wardhaugh (2006, p.104) shows some examples about the 
metaphorical code switching such as when people change the conversation 
from formal language to informal language, official topic to personal topic, 
15 
 
 
 
serious situation to humorous situation, or polite language to impolite 
language.  
b. Situational code switching: it occurs when people shifts their language to 
other language because of a particular reason. It means situational code 
switching happens when people need to switch the language because of the 
situation. For instance, a Javanese native speaker speaks in Bahasa 
Indonesia when speaking in the school, but then they switches back to 
Javanese when speaking to the family members. 
 Regarding to the types of code switching, Pineda (2008) presented a 
typology of different types of switching based on the functions of the code 
switching: 
a. Referential code-switching: this type of code-switching is also known as 
the typical code-switching. It occurs when a speaker switches his language 
because he does not know some vocabulary in the target language. So, this 
kind of code switching happens because the speaker feels easier to speak 
in the mother language.  
b. Directive code-switching: this type of code switching is used to include or 
exclude people from the conversation. This type occurred when someone 
switches the language in order to say something secretly in other language. 
For instance, when parents switch their language between them so that the 
children cannot understand what they are discussing. 
c. Expressive code-switching: this kind of code-switching is usually used to 
express the speakers’ identity. For example when Muslims have something 
16 
 
 
 
that make them happy, they usually switch to Arabic and say 
Alhamdulillah to express their muslim identity. 
d. Phatic code-switching: this switching occurred to stress a statement or 
comments that statement itself. It also includes the switch of dialect in 
order to the make a joke.  
e. Metalinguistic code-switching: this type of code switching is used to 
comment on the language use itself. It means when someone criticizes 
about someone’s language use, it is considered as metalinguistic code 
switching. It also occurs when someone asking about the vocabulary that 
they do not know.  
f. Poetic code-switching: this code switching is the switching of language 
which is for poetic and humorous purpose. For example when someone 
makes a pun that requires two languages in order to make it humorous. 
Related to the types of code-switching that the researcher wanted to 
investigate in this research, the researcher was using the types of code-switching 
proposed by Pineda (2008) above as the framework in analyzing categorizing the 
observation result of this study. 
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E. Reasons of Code-switching 
 According to Malik (1994), there are ten reasons why bilingual do code-
switching: 
1. Lack of facility: Malik (1994) stated that bilinguals often said that they code 
switch because they cannot find a proper expression or lexical item or when the 
language that they use in the conversation does not have the precise word 
needed to carry on the conversation smoothly. 
2. Lack of register: Code-switching also occurs when a speaker does not know the 
appropriate terms in the target language. It is because of the lack of speaker’s 
competence about the target language.  
3. Mood of the speaker: Code-switching happens when the speaker in different 
mood such as angry or tired. The speaker may switch the language to their 
native language even though the intended words in the target language are 
known by the speaker. 
4. To emphasize a point: Code-switching can be used to emphasize a point. Gal 
(1979) shows several instances in which a switch at the end of an argument not 
only helps to end the interaction but also to emphasize a point.  
5. Habitual experience: Malik (1994) proclaimed that code-switching often occurs 
in greeting and parting, commands and request, invitation, and expressions of 
gratitude. 
6. Semantic significance: Gal (1979) stated that listeners interpret code-switching 
as an indicator of the speaker’s attitude such as communicative intentions and 
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emotions. It means that code-switching has semantically meaning for the 
listener. 
7. To show identity: Some speakers switch their language to show shared values 
or experiences when they meet people who are from the same group or culture. 
8. To address a different audience: Malik (1994) states that code-switching is also 
used when the speaker intends to address people coming from various 
linguistic backgrounds. This means that a speaker may switch his/her language 
when speaking to someone who speaks different language 
9. Pragmatic reasons: Sometimes speakers alternate their language to shows the 
level of the conversation. For instance, some speakers who speak in their native 
language suddenly switch their language at the climax part of the topic which 
they talked about. 
10. To attract attention: The reason why people do code-switching is also because 
they want to attract some listeners and viewers’ attention. For example, 
advertisers usually switch the language to attract people to see their product.  
 When speakers switch their languages, there might be reasons for it. Kim 
(2006) suggests some reasons for code-switching. For example, some bilinguals 
switch their languages when they cannot find proper words or expressions or 
when there is no appropriate translation for the language being used. According to 
him, code-switching can also be used for many other reasons, such as quoting 
what someone has said and thereby emphasizing one’s group identity, specifying 
the addressee or in the other words: switching to the usual language of a particular 
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person in a group will show that one is addressing that person, qualifying that has 
been said, or talking about past events. 
 Skiba (1997, as cited in Ulfah, 2014) “i.e. the first of these is the notion 
that a speaker may not be able to express him/herself in one language so switches 
to the other to compensate for the deficiency.” As a result, people sometimes 
wanted to speak in another language. Furthermore, the phenomenon of code-
switching usually happens when an individual wants to deliver solidarity with a 
specific social community.  
 
F. Function of Code-switching 
The phenomenon of code switching that occurs in society has several 
functions. Yusuf (2009) suggests that there are 12 functions of code switching in 
conversation.  
a. Quotation: this function of code switching is to quote someone words 
either from book or person itself.  
b. Addressee specification: it happens when the speaker address a specific 
person by using another words. For instance, ‘kee’ has rude connotation in 
Acehnese, so Acehnese use ‘lon’ instead of ‘kee’ to address the speaker 
himself.  
c. Interjection: code switching may function as interjection to express the 
strong emotions and in order to avoid the misunderstanding when speaking 
with other people.  
d. Reiteration: this function happens when speaker repeats his words using 
another language to clarify the message. 
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e. Message qualification: this function happens when speaker switch the 
language without modifies the message in order to convey understandable 
message. 
f. Personalization versus objectivization: this function occurs when code 
switching is used to distinguish between opinion and fact conveyed.  
g. Hesitation: this function is used when the speaker has hesitation in their 
speech and pausing during speaking. The speaker may think that the words 
may be more appropriate to be said in the target language.  
h. Number: speaker sometime switch their language when they feel wants to 
say number such as date, year, degree, and quantity. 
i. Proper name: speaker usually use the original term of something to make 
the listeners understand the message.  
j. Parenthetic remark: this function can be in the form of a sentence or word 
complement that serves to emphasize the statement before.  
k. Transfer of the subconscious marker: the subconscious marker is naturally 
spoken because of the habit. 
l. Loanwords: using code switching is also serves as the loanwords. It 
happens when there is a lack of vocabulary or terms in certain language. 
G. Code-switching in boarding school 
 Some experts, who are in favour of the claims of communicative 
techniques in the language teaching situation, oppose any form of native language 
use during learning process. Its mean, same with instruction in boarding school in 
their day to day speaking English used by student. Boarding schools require 
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students to use it in day to day speaking. It is commonplace to observe at boarding 
schools that students are not allowed to use language other than English. So, the 
code-switching that might not be denied by student when speaking English at 
boarding school.  
 Therefore, serves for communicative purposes in the way that it is used as 
a tool for transference of meaning. In other words, this phenomenon in general 
lead to the idea that the use of code-switching may become an important element 
in language teaching because it serves as the communication strategy. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A. Research Design 
 The method used in this research was qualitative method. It described the 
use of code-switching by the student in learning English at boarding school. 
Therefore, in this research need a method particularly in collecting data and 
analysing data which suitable with the purpose of this research in order to get a 
precise description of the use of code-switching by student in learning English at 
boarding school. According to Seliger and Shohamy (1989), qualitative research 
deals with human behaviour in certain context which behaviour is naturally done 
by the subject without the researcher’s interference.  With this research design, the 
researcher portrayed the types of code-switching use by student when learning 
English. Apart from this, the researcher described the students’ reasons of using 
code-switching in speaking English. In addition, the research findings from this 
study are not intended to generalize a wider context, but it was focused on where 
the research was conducted and the data are collected. The researcher used 
Observation to analyse the data the most appearance the types of code-switching 
used by the students in speaking English, questionnaires to analyse the data why 
the student use code-switching and structure interview to analyse the data about 
teacher view of the used of code-switching by student in speaking English at 
boarding school. 
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B. Research Subject 
To determine the subject of the research, the researcher used purposive 
sampling technique to answer the two research questions proposed in the first 
chapter. According Teddlie and Yu (2007), purposive sampling is used for 
specific purpose to result an efficient sample of non-probability that has 
“information rich”. In other words, the researcher specified the criteria of the 
research subject.   
To answer the first research question, the criteria that had been specified 
are a group of student who has studied at boarding school since junior high school 
so that they have more experience in the use of bilingual language than other 
student of class X IPA. Furthermore, the researcher chose all students of class X 
IPA 1 as the research participants considering the criteria they have. The class X 
IPA 1 consist of 30 students at MAS Jeumala Amal. They were expected to be 
available in order to get the data needed. The questionnaire was distributed to 30 
student participants and the researcher used closed-item questions. 
To answer the second research question, the writer chose two teachers as 
the research subject who work at Jeumala Amal Boarding School as language 
supervisors and have extensive experience in teaching English than any other 
English teachers at the institute. Two English teachers, who currently teaching in 
MAS Jeumala Amal were also interviewed, The researcher used structure 
interview. 
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C. A Brief Description of the Location 
 The subject of this study is the students of Senior high school in Jeumala 
Amal Islamic Boarding School. Jeumala Amal was firstly established on 2 of 
January 1986.This school is located at Jl. Banda Aceh-Medan Kecamatan Bandar 
Baru, Pidie Jaya Regency, Aceh. The school has 12 Classes in total. Grade 1 
consists of 4 classes, Grade 2 consists of 4 classes, and grade 3 is also made up 4 
classes. 
D. Data Collection 
 To collect data observations, interviews and questionnairewere employed. 
This research site been chosen based on some considerations specifically from 
what the researcher observed when the students must practice language at 
boarding school, the students often switch their language from English to 
Indonesian; from the preliminary study that the researcher did by means several 
times of observations in which the researcher found the students also often use 
code-switching when speaking English. 
 The researcher met the teachers to know the schedule, the researcher 
employed direct observation in as the first step to get the data. The observation 
was administered in classroom and mainly observed the use of code-switching by 
the students during learning English language in the boarding school. During the 
observation, the researcher analysed the occurrence of code-switching through the 
observation checklist containing theory proposed by Pineda (2008) about the 
types of code-switching to find out the types of it in the classroom. 
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 Meanwhile, to collect the data about the teachers view of code-switching 
used by students, the researcher scheduled the interview with teacher by 
contacting them previously to ask their readiness to be interviewed; notified the 
respondents regarding the interview date and place; interviewed the respondents 
related to their view of using code-switching when speaking English. 
 On the other hand, questionnaires are used to collect the data. The list of 
the questionnaire distributed to the students in order to obtain more valid and 
reliable data.  The researcher used closed-item questions which can be easily 
quantified and analysed the answers. The questionnaire used Likert scale form 
then the students should choose an alternative option which is available for them. 
Specifically, the questionnaire is to know why the students switched code when 
speaking English. 
 
E. Data Analysis 
 The data were analysed to identify the data from this research which had 
gotten from the observation, questionnaire, and interview. The observation was 
conducted by using observation checklist in order to collect the data about the 
types of code-switching. Moreover, the instrument used for collecting the data for 
answering the second research question was by using questionnaire containing 
twelve close-ended questions. The questionnaire was focused into the reasons of 
the students in using code-switching in boarding school, the factors for the code-
switching, and interview to the teacher view of code-switching use by student 
which may be possible.  Meanwhile, the instrument was conducted by using an 
interview guide which contains of five questions. This was intended to enrich the 
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information had been gotten before. Related to the interview process, the kind of 
interview used in this research was structured interview where the questions were 
had already been prepared before the interview took place (Gay, Mills, and 
Airasian, 2006).  
Furthermore, the data were identified, selected, and also classified based 
on the analysing needs which was relevant to the topic of the research. The 
gathered data were analysed by using the framework from Miles and Huberman 
(1994) through the following steps: data reduction, data description, and data 
classification. 
 The data from the observation firstly reduced in order to determine the 
utterances which considered as the code-switching. Through data reduction, the 
utterances which were not contained code-switching were omitted, so that the 
utterances which are contained code-switching left.  
This step of reducing the data also applied to the data collected from the 
questionnaire which was done in order to get further information about the use of 
code-switching by student in learning English at Boarding school. Furthermore, 
the data obtained from interview were also reduced. By reducing the data, the 
researcher identified and chooses the data, i.e. the utterances which were 
considered as code-switching, which was relevant to the research topic, so that the 
analysis was focused into the data which was suitable to the research questions 
which had been formulated. 
 The reduced data which contains only about the topic of this research then 
be described. These data were analysed through descriptive qualitative method to 
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find out the types, reasons and teachers’ view of code-switching which might 
appear in the boarding school. 
 Then, the data which had been reduced and described were classified into 
specific groups based on the research focus. The focuses of the research were 
referred to the types, reasons, and the teachers’ view regarding the use of code-
switching in Boarding School MAS Jeumala Amal. Therefore, this study was not 
related to the analysing of numerical data, but this study only describing the data 
descriptively based on the events occurred naturally. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
A. The results 
1. Results of Observation 
As stated on research design section, in order to answer the first research 
question of this study which related to the types of code-switching used by the 
students, observation method is used in obtaining the data. The observation was 
conducted on January 6th 2018 in X IPA 1 class that consists of 30 students at 
MAS Jeumala Amal. The researcher observed the classroom by using observation 
checklist that contains the types of code-switching that might occur. In addition, 
the observation took place for an hour and half in which the teaching and learning 
process occurred. The result of observation can be seen as below: 
a. Referential code-switching 
From the observation, the researcher found that the students of MAS 
Jeumala Amal did this type of code-switching. The example can be seen in the 
transcription below: 
Example 1 Student: Miss, I want to permission. 
Teacher: Hm? (confused) 
Student: Saya permisi ke WC sebentar. 
 
This kind of code-switching occurred when the student switches his 
language in order to make the interlocutor or the teacher understands about what 
he says. 
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b. Directive code-switching 
This type of code-switching is not found among the students of MAS 
Jeumala Amal that the researcher observed. This type occurred when someone 
switches the language in order to say something secretly in other language.  
c. Expressive code-switching 
This type of code-switching is often used by the students especially when 
the class begins by saying salaam in Arabic. The following transcription is the 
conversation occurred when a student was coming late to the class. 
Example 2 Students: Assalamu’alaikum. (coming) 
Teacher: Wa’alaikumussalam, why are you late? 
Student: From canteen, Miss. (laughing) 
 
 From the definition of this type of code-switching can be understood that 
this type of code-switching occurred when someone switch to another language to 
express their identity. In the case above, Muslims usually say salaam in Arabic. 
d. Phatic code-switching 
This kind of code-switching also occurred during the observation 
process.  
Example 3 Teacher: Everyone! Be quiet! Kenapa ribut kali?! 
  Student: Quiet! Diam woi!  (screaming to the fellow students) 
 
 This type of code-switching happened when someone repeating his word 
but using another language to emphasize the meaning. In the transcription above, 
a student was trying to calm the situation in the class. He switched to Bahasa 
Indonesia to emphasize the meaning so that his fellow students would understand.  
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e. Metalinguistic code-switching 
This kind of code-switching is not found among the students in the class. 
This kind of code-switching happened when someone switching language because 
there are words that can only be told by using certain language.  
f. Poetic code-switching 
This kind of code-switching happened a lot during the learning process. 
When speaking among the fellow students, the students like to make a joke that 
contains another language in it. 
Example 4 Student 1: What is this? What is this? (annoying his friend) 
  Student 2: Peu what what, kah jak wo keudeh(feel annoyed) 
 
 The underlined words are Acehnese that the student used to make the 
funny situation. This code-switching occurred when someone wants to make a 
humorous effect by switching the language.  
2. Results of questionnaire 
In order to find out the second research question of this research, the 
researcher used questionnaire. The questionnaires were distributed to all of 30 
students in the class. The questionnaire consists of 13 items of question. 
Furthermore, the researcher analysed the answers of the students by counting the 
percentage of each answers. Here are the results of the questionnaire. 
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Table 4-1 The reasons of students speaking English at Boarding School 
No. Item Question Answer Students Percentage (%) 
1. Why do you speak 
English in MAS 
Jeumala Amal? 
Being forced 1 3.3% 
Own desire 27 90% 
Parents’ desire 0 0% 
Influenced by 
friends 
2 6.7% 
 
Table 4.1 shows that 90% of the students speak English because of their 
own desire, not because of other people want them to. Meanwhile, the others are 
speaking in English because of influenced by their friends. There is also a student 
that feels forced to speak in English. Therefore, most of the students in MAS 
Jeumala Amal speak English by their own desire. 
Table 4-2 The language students used in learning process 
No. Item Question Answer Frequency Percentage 
(%) 
2. What language 
do you often use 
during the 
English language 
learning process? 
Bahasa 1 3.3% 
English 2 6.7% 
Mixed 
(English-Arabic-Bahasa) 
11 36.7% 
Arabic 16 53.3% 
 
Table 4.2 shows that 53.3% of the students prefer to use Arabic during 
the English language learning process. Furthermore, 36.7% of the students prefer 
to speak Arabic, English, and Bahasa interchangeably. Meanwhile, only few 
students speak fully in English during the learning process. Therefore, almost all 
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of the students prefer to use Arabic during learning process because Arabic 
language has become the students’ main language in the Boarding School. It is 
reasonable that their school is an Islamic boarding school which obligates their 
students to master the language of Al-Quran which is Arabic language. 
Table 4-3 Students strategies to deal with confusing vocabulary 
No. Item Question Answer Frequency Percentage (%) 
3. What will you do 
if there is a 
vocabulary in 
English that you 
do not know? 
Use sign language 2 6.7% 
Use code-switching 10 33.3% 
Asking friends 11 36.7% 
Consult dictionary 7 23.3% 
 
Table 4.3 shows that 36.7% of the students would choose to ask their 
friend if there are vocabularies they do not know. Meanwhile, there is 33.3% of 
the students choose to use code-switching. In addition, 23.3% of the students 
would like to consult the dictionary when do not know some vocabularies in 
English. Only few students use signs when they want to say a word that they do 
not know. Thus, the students in MAS Jeumala Amal would likely to ask their 
friend when facing confusing vocabularies. 
Table 4-4 The frequency of using code-switching 
No. 
Item 
Question Answer Frequency Percentage (%) 
4. Have you ever used 
code-switching in 
speaking? 
Never 0 0% 
rarely 11 37.7% 
Sometimes 19 63.3% 
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Often 0 0% 
 
 Table 4.5 shows that63.3% of the students sometimes use code-switching, 
whereas37.7% of the students rarely use code-switching. This may mean that most 
of the students at MAS Jeumala Amal not often use code-switching during 
English speaking, but they only used code-switching sometimes when speaking 
English. 
Table 4-5 Students’ reasons for code-switching 
No. Item Question Answer Frequency Percentage (%) 
5. What is your 
reason in 
usingcode-
switching? 
To avoid 
misunderstanding 
10 33.3% 
Lack of vocabulary 19 63.3% 
Difficult to speak 
English 
1 3.3% 
Get used to 0 0% 
 
 Table 4.5 shows that 63.3% of the students didcode-switching because 
lack of vocabulary, while 33.3% of the students use code-switching because want 
to avoid misunderstanding in speaking English. Furthermore, there is only 3.3% 
of the students use code-switching because difficult to speak English. Therefore, 
the lack of vocabulary becomes their reasons to use code-switching during 
speaking English. 
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Table 4-6 Students’ interlocutor when using code-switching 
No. Item Question Answer Frequency Percentage (%) 
6. Who is your 
interlocutor when 
using code-
switching? 
Teacher 0 0% 
Friend 30 100% 
Senior 0 0% 
School’s staff 0 0% 
 
 Table 4.6 shows that 100% of the students in MAS Jeumala Amal only use 
code-switching when speaking to their fellow friends. They never use code-
switching when speaking to their teacher, senior, or school’s staff because they 
only use code-switching when speaking English to their friends.  
Table 4-7 Students’ condition when using code-switching 
No. Item Question Answer Frequency Percentage (%) 
7. What is you 
condition when 
usingcode-
switching? 
Intentionally 6 20% 
Not intentionally 7 23.3% 
In a rush 3 10% 
Forced 14 46.7% 
 
Table 4.7 shows that 46.7% of the students at MAS Jeumala Amal use 
code-switchingin forced condition. In addition, 23.3% of the students switch their 
language from English to other language not intentionally, while 20% of the 
students intentionally switch their language. This may suggest that most of the 
students avoid using code-switching unless in forced situation in which they had 
to switch their language. 
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Table 4-8 The frequency of using code-switching outside Jeumala Amal 
No. Item Question Answer Frequency Percentage (%) 
8. Do you use 
code-switching 
outside Jeumala 
Amal? 
Barely 7 23.3% 
Never 6 20% 
Sometimes 17 56.7% 
Often 0 0% 
 
Table 4.8 shows that 56.7% of the students sometimes use it outside the 
school and 23.3% of the students barely use it. Meanwhile, 20% of the students 
never use code-switching outside the school.  Therefore, when they are outside of 
Jeumala Amal, most of them sometimes using code-switching when speaking 
English. 
Table 4-9 The teachers’ reaction when students use code-switching 
No. 
Item 
Question Answer Frequency Percentage (%) 
9. What is your 
teacher reaction 
when you use 
code-switching 
during speaking 
English? 
Angry 0 0% 
Reminded 14 46.7% 
Ignored 3 10% 
Encourage for 
imrovement 
13 43.3% 
 
Table 4.9 shows that 46.7% of the students argue that their teacher 
usually reminding them in a good way when they use code-switching, while 
43.3% of the students argue that the teachers usually encourage them to improve 
their English more. Aside from that, 10% of the students feel that their teacher just 
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ignores them when they use code-switching. Therefore, the teacher in MAS 
Jeumala Amal did not angry at all when the students speak interchangeably from 
English to Bahasa Indonesia. 
Table 4-10 The students’ efforts when getting new vocabulary 
No. Item Question Answer Frequency Percentage (%) 
10. What will you do 
if you get new 
vocabulary? 
Practice it 
immediately 
29 96.7% 
Keep using Bahasa 
Indonesia 
1 3.3% 
Depends on the 
listener 
0 0% 
Keep using code-
switching 
0 0% 
 
Table 4.10 shows that 96.7% of the students practice immediately the 
vocabulary that they get. Meanwhile, only 3.3% of the students keep using Bahasa 
Indonesia when they get new vocabulary. It can be said that, almost all of the 
students at MAS Jeumala Amal interested in learning English. 
Table 4-11 Students’ first experience using code-switching 
No. Item Question Answer Frequency Percentage (%) 
11. Since when do 
you use code-
switching? 
Elementary school 1 3.3% 
Junior high school 17 56.7% 
Senior high school 0 0% 
Since first time 
learning English 
12 40% 
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Table 4.11 shows that 56.7% of the students already using code-
switching since junior high school. While, 40% of the students argue that they 
begin to use code-switching since the first time they learn English. Therefore, 
students of MAS Jeumala Amal did not use code-switching since senior high 
school, but they mostly use it since junior high school. 
Table 4-12 Students’ perception about code-switching 
No. Item Question Answer Frequency Percentage (%) 
12. What do you 
think about 
code-
switching? 
Very helpful 9 30% 
Smoothen conversation 13 43.3% 
Not helpful 3 10% 
Inhibit conversation 5 16.7% 
 
Table 4.12 shows that 43.3% of the students think that the use of code-
switching can smoothen the conversation and 30% of the students feel that it was 
very helpful. On the other hand, 16.7% of the students feel that by switching 
language from one to another can only inhibit conversation and 10% of them 
believe that it is not helpful. Therefore, most students at MAS Jeumala Amal 
consider code-switching as a good way to smoothen their conversation. 
3. Results of Interview with teachers 
In order to support the data from observation and questionnaire, the 
researcher did some interviews with the teachers at the MAS Jeumala Amal. The 
interview was carried out to answer the third research question which related to 
the teachers’ view towards the code-switching phenomenon that happens in the 
school. For the interview, the researcher interviewed two teachers which consist 
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of a male teacher and a female teacher. The interview was carried out by using 
English language. The questions of the interview can be seen in appendices 
section. 
The first teacher interviewed stated that he sees code-switching as a good 
thing for the students, because it supports them when they practicing English. It 
can be seen from the extract of the transcription below: 
Example 1 Mr. J: I think it is good for the students and good for the Jeumala 
Amal Boarding School. All of the students in here from junior high 
school to senior high school speak English in their daily activity. 
So, using code-switching is good for the students in practicing their 
English. 
 
Furthermore, the teacher himself stated that he never forbids the students 
to switch their language when they feel blank when speaking in English. He also 
believes that the rule that forcing the students of MAS Jeumala Amal to speak 
English is a good thing. By having that strict rule, the students become get used to 
use English even though sometimes they did code-switching because of their lack 
of vocabulary.  
Example 2 Mr. J: I think it is because of the rule. They obey the rule, so they 
try to speak English. When they do not know what to say, they will 
code-switching. 
The school’s policy about using code-switching is also flexible. The 
students may switch to Bahasa Indonesia when they feel that they got blank when 
speaking in English. That is why the teacher believes he should allow the students 
to code-switching. 
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Example 3 Mr. J: My reaction is so good. I just ignore it, because they are 
still learning the English language. That is why they are not 
speaking completely in English. So, they are allowed to use code-
switching. 
 Ultimately, he believed that the use of code-switching in MAS Jeumala 
Amal is not a bad thing because everybody is still not too fluent in speaking 
English including himself. 
The second teacher that the researcher interviewed is the female teacher 
who had been teaching in MAS Jeumala Amal for three years. Regarding to the 
code-switching phenomenon that happens among the students, she thinks it is a 
good thing since it supports them and encourage them in practicing English. She 
believes that it is not a bad thing to switch the language into Bahasa Indonesia if 
we do not know the word that we want to say in English, because she thinks that 
she is not fully mastering the English yet, so it is reasonable for us to switch our 
language whenever we like. The teacher’s statement can be seen in the extract of 
transcription below: 
Example 4 Ms. S: We really support students who use code-switching, 
because actually the students need to practice more, because we 
know that the students do not completely speak in English. 
Edwar: How about your reaction when students use code-
switching when speaking English in this campus? 
Ms. S: It is absolutely good for them. We have to appreciate them 
because even though they cannot completely speak in English, they 
still speak in English even though sometimes they switch the 
language. 
 In addition, she admitted that the rule is reason that makes them want to 
speak English. The rule in the school regulates them to speak in English and the 
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students may switch the language into Bahasa Indonesia when they do not know 
the word that they want to say.  
Example 5 Edwar: How about the school’s policy in Jeumala Amal regarding 
the use of code-switching? 
Ms. S: The rule is very effective, because the students have to 
speak in English language. But if they have vocabulary that they do 
not know, they just do the code-switching and that is fine. 
She also assumed that the students did code-switching in order to avoid 
misunderstanding when they speak to the interlocutors.  
B. Discussion 
The discussions are presented based on the order of the research questions 
of this study as formulated in the Chapter 1.  
1. What are the types of code-switching used by the students of MAS Jeumala 
Amal in speaking English?  
From the result of observation, it obviously seems that only four of the 
types of code-switching that occurred in the X IPA 1 class namely referential 
code-switching, expressive code-switching, pathic code-switching, and poetic 
code-switching.   
It is reasonable why referential code-switching occurred among them. This 
kind of code-switching occurred when someone switches his language in order to 
make the interlocutor or listeners understand about what he says. Therefore, they 
have to switch their language in order to make the listener understand. Almost 
similar to referential code-switching, pathic code-switching also occurred during 
the observation process. This type of code-switching happened when the students 
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repeating his word but using another language in order to avoid misunderstanding 
among them.  
Aside from that, expressive code-switching is also reasonable to be used 
by MAS Jeumala Amal students, since every student are muslims. The definition 
of this type of code-switching can be understood that this type of code-switching 
occurred when someone switch to another language to express their identity. In 
this case, the students use greeting in Arabic language such as Assalamu’alaikum 
in the beginning of the class to show that they are Muslims. 
The last type of code-switching that occurred among the MAS Jeumala 
Amal students is poetic code-switching. This kind of code-switching happened 
often during the learning process. It is reasonable because they like to tell joke 
among the fellow students, they like to make a joke that contains another language 
in their conversation. As explained on the previous section, this code-switching 
occurred when someone intended make a humorous effect by switching the 
language. In this case, the students usually mix the English with Acehnese.   
Out of the types of code-switching discussed above, metalinguistic code-
switching and directive code-switching is not occurred during the learning process 
that the researcher observed. Metalinguistic code-switching happened when 
someone switching language because there are words that can only be told by 
using certain language. For example, when a teacher wants to explain about the 
definition of English tenses, the teacher has to switch his language into Bahasa 
Indonesia so that the students can understand. However, this kind of situation did 
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not happen in the classroom during the observation process, therefore 
metalinguistic code-switching was not found. 
Directive code-switching was also not found because this type occurred 
when someone switches the language in order to say something secretly in other 
language. It is reasonable that the students did not do this type of code-switching 
because every student in the class understands about any language that their friend 
spoke. That is why there is nothing that can be hidden or be told secretly.  
 
2. Why did the students switch code when speaking English? 
The results of questionnaire that is given to 30 students in this study 
showed that the students generally agreed that they use code-switching because 
they wanted to avoid misunderstanding when speaking to their interlocutors. In 
addition, from the table 4.7 it can be affirmed that they mostly used code-
switching not because of intentionally, but forced to switch their language because 
they want their listener to understand about what they say. However, the students 
of MAS Jeumala Amal did not think code-switching as something that may 
inhibits conversation among them. Instead, they believed that it was helpful.  
Moreover, the students of MAS Jeumala Amal only use code-switching 
to their fellow students, not to their teachers. It can be implied that they maybe 
wanted to show that they can speak English fluently in front of the teacher. This 
phenomenon can also be a motivation for them to learn more and enhance their 
English more. Their eagerness to learn English can be seen on the table 4.10 
which showed that they will immediately practice to use the new vocabulary that 
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they get. Whereas, when the students feel blank while speaking in English, they 
would mostly use code-switching to smoothen the conversation. 
 
3. How did the teachers view of code-switching used by student of Jeumala 
Amal boarding school? 
Furthermore, from the result of interview that was conducted to two 
teachers who currently teaching at MAS Jeumala Amal, we can see that the 
teachers at that school did not see the use of code-switching that happens in that 
school as a bad thing because the students were still in the learning process. 
Instead, they proud of their students because by using code-switching, they hoped 
that their students would have more confident to speak in English even though 
there are many vocabularies that they are not known yet.  
The teachers also claimed that there are no rules that forbid them to use 
code-switching, because they know that the students are still learning the English. 
The rules only forced them to use English in the English week, and use Arabic in 
the Arabic week. It is reasonable that they sometimes switch the language in to 
Bahasa Indonesia because there must be some vocabularies that the students still 
lacking whether in English or Arabic.  Therefore, the teachers’ view related to the 
use of code-switching at MAS Jeumala Amal is very positive. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
A. Conclusion 
Regarding to the results of this research, it can be concluded that: 
1. There are four types of code-switching that occurred at MAS Jeumala 
Amal; referential code-switching, expressive code-switching, phatic code-
switching, and poetic code-switching. 
2. The main reason why the students of MAS Jeumala Amal did code-
switching was to avoid misunderstanding when speaking to their fellow 
students. Additionally, the students believe that the use of code-switching 
in MAS Jeumala Amal was very helpful because it can make the 
conversation smoother. 
3. The teachers’ view towards the use of code-switching in MAS Jeumala 
Amal is good, because it may support the students to keep learning the 
English language. 
B. Suggestion 
Based on the research results of this study in relation to the use of code-
switching at MAS Jeumala Amal, the researcher would like to propose some 
suggestion that may be useful for the students and future researchers. For the 
students who are learning at MAS Jeumala Amal, it is hoped that they will always 
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train to use English language either inside the school or outside the school. They 
also hoped to be able to speak English fluently without any hesitation. 
Additionally, students of Jeumala Amal shall think English language as the 
favourite subject in order to get more motivation to learn English. 
Moreover, for the future researcher who wants to do the research with the 
similar idea or topic, they are hoped to do some research about the students’ code-
switching in any other language beside English such as Japanese and Arabic. It is 
also hoped that for the next researcher to consider in investigating the use of code-
switching between students and teacher in learning process, and among teachers 
in speaking. 
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OBSERVATION CHECKLIST 
No. Types of 
code-
switching 
Example Occured Example Remarks 
1. Referential 
code-
switching 
This kind 
of code-
switching 
occurred 
when 
someone 
switches 
his 
language in 
order to 
make the 
interlocutor 
or listeners 
understand 
about what 
he says. 
 
 Student: Miss, I 
want to permission. 
Teacher :Hm? 
(confuse) 
Student: Saya 
permisike WC 
sebentar. 
 
 
2. Directive 
code-
switching 
This type 
occurred 
when 
someone 
switches 
the 
language in 
order to 
say 
something 
secretly in 
other 
language. 
 
 A: Nanti malam kita 
buat tugas 
dirumahaku yuk? 
 
B: Baiklah. 
 
C: Aku tidak ikut ya. 
His house is dirty; 
you know that? 
 
B: Maaf ya, aku juga 
tidak jadi ikut, ada 
urusan. 
 
A: Baiklah kalau 
begitu, aku ajak 
teman-teman yang 
lain saja. 
It is 
reasonable 
that the 
students did 
not do this 
type of code-
switching 
because every 
student in the 
class 
understands 
about any 
language that 
their friend 
spoke. That is 
why there is 
nothing that 
can be hidden 
or be told 
secretly. 
 
 
 
 
3. Expressive 
code-
switching 
This type 
of code-
switching 
can be 
understood 
that this 
type of 
code-
switching 
occurred 
when 
someone 
switch to 
another 
language to 
express 
their 
identity.  
 
 Students: 
Assalamu’alaikum. 
(coming) 
Teacher: 
Wa’alaikumussalam, 
why do you late? 
Student: From 
canteen, Miss. 
(laughing) 
 
 
4. Phatic code-
switching 
This type 
of code-
switching 
happened 
when 
someone 
repeating 
his word 
but using 
another 
language. 
 
 Teacher: Everyone! 
Be quiet! Kenapa 
ribut kali?! 
Student: Quiet! 
Diam woi!  
(screaming to the 
fellow students) 
 
 
5. Metalinguistic 
code-
switching 
This kind 
of code-
switching 
happened 
when 
someone 
switching 
language 
because 
 A: Do you like 
durian?  
B: Yes, I do like 
durian.  
When a 
teacher wants 
to explain 
about the 
definition of 
English 
tenses, the 
teacher has to 
switch his 
language into 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
there are 
words that 
can only 
be told by 
using 
certain 
language.  
 
Bahasa 
Indonesia so 
that the 
students can 
understand. 
However, this 
kind of 
situation did 
not happen in 
the classroom 
during the 
observation 
process, 
therefore 
metalinguistic 
code-
switching 
was not 
found. 
6. Poetic code-
switching 
This code-
switching 
occurred 
when 
someone 
wants to 
make a 
humorous 
effect by 
switching 
the 
language. 
 
 Student 1: What is 
this? What is this? 
(annoying his 
friend) 
Student 2: Peu what 
what, kah jak wo 
keudeh (feel 
annoyed) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
ANGKET PENELITIAN 
Identitas Responden 
Nama  : 
Asal (Kabupaten) : 
 
 Demikian angket ini disusun untuk mendapatkan data yang dibutuhkan dalam 
penyusunan skripsi yang berjudul ”The Use of Code-Switching in Speaking 
English At Boarding School (A descriptive study at MAS Jeumala Amal 
Boarding School)” Sehubungan dengan hal itu saya mohon bantuan siswa-siswa 
sekalian untuk mengisi angket yang berisi pertanyaan-pertanyaan tentang Code-
switching yang siswa-siswa alami atau lakukan selama belajar bahasa inggris di 
MAS Jeumala Amal. 
 Code-switching adalah pertukaran satu bahasa ke bahasa lain berdasarkan situasi 
tertentu yang merupakan bilingualisme yakni penggunaan bahasa lain dalam 
berkomunikasi sebagai strategi menyesuaikan diri dengan partisipasi lain. 
Riki  : Sssstt…Do you bring handphone to the school? 
Popon  : Oh mygod, Kenapa kamu tahu? 
Riki  : yeah, I know when you save it in behind the school. 
Students               : Ya… 
 
 
 
 
 Pilihlah jawaban dengan memberi tanda lingkaran pada salah satu pilihan 
jawaban yang paling sesuai dengan tingkat persetujuan Anda, dengan pilihan 
jawaban sebagai berikut : 
1. Mengapa Anda bisa berbicara bahasa inggris di Jeumala Amal? 
a. Paksaan 
b. Keinginan sendiri 
c. Keinginan orang tua 
d. Ikut teman 
2. Bahasa apakah yang anda gunakan selama proses pembelajaran 
berlangsung? 
a. Bahasa Indonesia 
b. Bahasa Inggris  
c. Campuran bahasa Inggris dengan bahasa Indonesia (Code-Switching) 
d. Bahasa Arab 
3. Bagaimanakah cara mengungkapkan dalam bahasa Inggris jika ada kosa 
kata yang tidak Anda ketahui? 
a. Memakai Bahasa isyarat 
b. Menggunakan percampuran (Code-Switching) 
c. Menanyakan pada teman 
d. Membuka kamus 
4. Apakah Anda pernah menggunakan teknik mengenai Code-Switching 
(pencampuran bahasa) dalam berbicara? 
a. Tidak pernah 
 
 
 
 
b. Pernah 
c. Kadang-kadang 
d. Sering 
5. Apakah alasan anda menggunakan Code-Switching dalam berbicara? 
a. Supaya lawan bicara paham  
b. Kurangnya kosa kata yang di kuasai 
c. Susah mengucapkannya  
d. Kebiasaan 
6. Siapa biasanya lawan bicara Anda ketika menggunakan Code-Switching? 
a. Guru 
b. Teman 
c. Kakak kelas 
d. Karyawan sekolah 
7. Mengapa Anda menggunakan Code-switching tersebut? 
a. Sengaja 
b. Tanpa di sengaja 
c. Buru-buru 
d. Terpaksa 
8. Ketika Anda berada di luar kampus Jeumala Amal, apakah Anda masih 
menggunakan code-switching dalam berbicara? 
a. Pernah 
b. Tidak pernah 
c. Kadang-kadang 
 
 
 
 
d. Selalu 
9. Bagaimana Reaksi guru ketika Anda menggunakan Code-Switching dalam 
berbicara bahasa inggris dengan guru? 
a. Marah 
b. Di tegur 
c. Tidak di lanyani 
d. Memberi semangat untuk meningkatkannya 
10. Jika sudah mengutahui kosa kata bahasa inggris yang baru apakah yang 
akan lakukan ketika berbicara bahasa inggris? 
a. Langsung mempraktikkannya 
b. Tetap menggukanakan bahasa indonesianya 
c. Tergantung lawan bicara 
d. Tetap menggunakan Code-switching 
11. Sejak kapan Anda menggunakan Code-switching? 
a. Sekolah dasar 
b. Sekolah Menengah Pertama 
c. Sekolah Menengah Atas 
d. Ketika baru pertama kali belajar bahasa inggris 
12. Bagaimana Tanggapan anda tentang codeswitching dalam berbicara 
bahasa inggris? 
a. Sangat membantu 
b. Mempercepat kemampuan berbicara 
c. Tidak membantu 
 
 
 
 
d. Memperlambat kemampuan berbicara 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TRANSCIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
 
Participant’s initial name : Ms. S 
 
Edwar : What do you think about code-switching that has been applied now in 
this campus? 
Ms. S : We really support students who use code-switching, because actually 
the students need to practice more, because we know that the students 
do not completely speak in English.  
Edwar : How about your reaction when students use code-switching when 
speaking English in this campus? 
Ms. S : It is absolutely good for them. We have to appreciate them because 
even though they cannot completely speak in English, they still speak 
in English even though sometimes they switch the language. 
Edwar : In your opinion, why do the students use code-switching? 
Ms. S : It is because of the rule. The rule made them to speak in English. 
Maybe they did that because they want to avoid misunderstanding 
when speaking. 
Edwar : How about the school’s policy in Jeumala Amal regarding the use of 
code-switching? 
Ms. S : The rule is very effective, because the students have to speak in 
English language. But if they have vocabulary that they do not know, 
they just do the code-switching and that is fine. 
Edwar : In teaching, do you use code-switching? 
Ms. S : Of course, I use code-switching, because sometimes the students do 
not understand about some vocabularies that I speak. Students will 
clearly understand if I speak in Bahasa Indonesia sometime.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TRANSCIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
 
Participant’s initial name : Mr. J 
 
Edwar : What do you think about code-switching that has been applied now in 
this campus? 
Mr. J : I think it is good for the students and good for the Jeumala Amal 
Boarding School. All of the students in here from junior high school to 
senior high school have been speaking English in their daily activity. 
So, using code-switching is good for the students in practicing their 
English.  
Edwar : How about your reaction when students use code-switching when 
speaking English in this campus? 
Mr. J : My reaction is so good. I just ignore it, because they are still learning 
the English language. That is why they are not speaking completely in 
English. So, they are allowed to use code-switching. 
Edwar : In your opinion, why do the students use code-switching? 
Mr. J : I think it is because of the rule. They obey the rule, so they try to 
speak English. When they do not know what to say, they will code-
switching. 
Edwar : How about the school’s policy in Jeumala Amal regarding the use of 
code-switching? 
Mr. J : The rule hopes the students to speak English, but the school also 
supports them in using code-switching. 
Edwar : In teaching, do you use code-switching? 
Mr. J : Yes, I use code-switching, because sometimes the students do not 
know about some vocabularies. 
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